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The :EightH Annual Meeting of the West African Sub regional Committee of
the Assoclk-irih of African Central 3anks was held in the Conference Rbbm of

Hotel de lBAraitie in Bamako,, Mali from 15 to 16 l,Iay 1978/

The Central Banks lisred below were represented at this meeting:

The Central Bank of Nest African States (BCEAO)

The Central Bank of the Gambia

The Bank of Ghana

The Central- Bank of the Republic of Guinea

The National Bank of Guinea—Bissau

: . The National Bank of,.Liberia

The Central 3ank of Mali ......

The Central Bank of Nigeria

The &nk of Sierra Leone .:<■■:.,

There were also representatives from the Economic Community of West

African States, the Economic Commission for Africa and the African Centre

for Monetary Studies,. ■ -

Opening Ceremony

The opening ceremony was presided over by Lieutenant Colonel Amadou Baba

Diarra, Vice-President of the National Military Liberation Committee and

Minister of Trade and Finance of Mali. In his opening speech, the Minister,

aftei Welc«iiiihg^-tlie-:delegafes7 Reminded Sis ^tidi^aice -that it -waS-iii^ilali, 'in

1971f that the first consultative meeting of the West African Sub regional

Committee was held and during which the foundations for monetary co-operation

between member^ countries of the Sufcn-regioh were laid. "'■''

The Minister commented on the economic and monetary crisis the wofld was

going through and its disastrous consequences for the African countries. He

added that; our Sub^, region should pool together its resources in* order, to .combat

the "scourge"of droughts and natural disasters which hinder its economic

development and widens the gap between it and the rest of the world.

In conclusion, the Minister expressed the hope that from these

deliberations may emerge such bold decisions as would reflect our desire to

build a strong, united and respected continent of Africa and wished the

Governors success in their- deliberations.

Mr, Chariao A* Grcsnc* Governor of the National Bank of.Liberia and

Ou1>-@oing Chairman of the West African Subregipnal Committee of the AACB
warmly, Ranked the/Minister and the. people of I>W and expressed his appreciation

for the help and support of the Governors during this tenure of office.
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Election of Chairman

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Mali,,

Mr. Ismaila Kanoute,? was elected Chairman of the meeting and Chairman of the

West Africa^ ajb^regioiia^ 'Committee of tlje. Association of ^Afripan £entral

Banks 'for the"yt $&/i ]'" /' "

Adoption of the Agenda

The agenda aa given hereunder was adopted?

1. Admission of the National Bank of Guinea-rBissau;

2. Discussion of the reports of the meetings of the Exchange and

Clearing Sub-Committee and the Commercial Banks;

3« Reports on the economic situation of countries of member banks;

4. Reports of the Executive Directors of the IMF; -

5* General; ■ . ^ ■ ■

6. Date and place of the next meeting; . , ■•.■■■..•.■'<-»■:>';

7* Adoption of the. report and press release. ........

1, Admission of ^he National Bank of Guinea—Bissau to the West African:
Clearing House , .< ■•■■-

The National Bank of Guinea—Bissau was unanimously admitted as a member

of the West African Clearing House- Mr. Victor Monteiro, Governor of the
Bankr thanked his colleagues, for the admission of his bank* . ..

2. . Discussion of the reports of the meetings of the exchange and clearing

,sub-committee and the commercial banks i »

A, Report of the_ sub-comiaittee

(i) Progress report .■■■' ' ''".

After discussion, the Committee adopted the Progress report of the

Clearing House with the following amendments;

; ^1 Thfe ^ectitiverSecretairia;t Was1 requested tb publish, if poSKlfele

'r '■"'■ -a quarterly report- on the abtivfties of tW Clearing House, Thl^r
' ■ report "shall be! drc'uTated to all member Central Banks. ' '■"''"'

— The Committee requested the Executive Secretary to give precise

instructions to the Ghanaian artist whose sketch has been

provisionally selected, to modify his drawing so that it would
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better reflect the objectives of the West African Clearing

House, the continental nature of: the Institution and the

traditional monetary instruments which formerlyexisted in the

Sub-region* .,f ; .

- The Governors once again stressed the importance of thje .

publication dealing with the exports and imports of countries
within the Sut>-region and urged the Central BanKs to submit

the nepessary information to the Clearing House*/! ' .,..-,, :

(ii) Proposals regarding the. Deputy Executive Secretary '~ ■]]<':-.

The Committee adopted the lollowingt

I.- - That -th4-qp(MBC<^tte^«xl^^^

2. That the: present Ad^inis1;r^tiv^ to
the post of Deputy Executive Secretary.

3. That the appointment of the Deputy Executive Secretary takes
effect from 11 July 1977. : J: ., - .

Consequently? Articles IV and VI, of the Agreement creating the Ifest

African Clearing House will be amended to read as follows*

j Article IV (4) (e) _,„""."_ : / v.'■;.-.-,

The Committee shall appoint and dismiss the,Executive Secret«iry and

the Deputy Executive Secretary. ..... . : v

Executive .Secretariat

1. The Executive Secretary shall be the principal officer of the

Clearing Ifouse. He shall co-ordinate, supervise and control, the activities

and operations of the Clearing Housee He shall hold office^'-foV a term of
five years and may be reappointed for a further term of five years,

-■ ■ - -' ■ . ■ .■;-.;;.;■- ■ ' ' ' : '.si i '.

2.. The Deputy Executive Secretary shall assist the Executive Secretary

in the" discharge of his duties and shall perform such, functions «.s the-
Executive Secretary may delegate to him. He shall act in the-capacity

of Executive Secretary in the absence of the substantive holder. He

shall be appointed for a term of five years and may be reappointed for a

further term of five years.
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Remuneration

The dommlttee'decided that the salary of the Deputy Executive Secretary

shall be fixed at 80 per cent of that of the Executive Secretary. This

decision comes into effect as from the date of appointment of the Deputy

Executive Secretary on 11 July 1977. Consequently, the Deputy Executive
Secretary shall be paid arrears of salary from that date.

the1 Committee considered that it was not necessary to provide the

Deputy Executive-Secretary with an official car and decided to pay him a

transport allowance of 125 dollars a month. The Committee also decided

that, should ttie need arise, .the issue of an official car for the Deputy

Executive Secretary would be reconsidered at a future date.

3. Salaries and allowances for international and local staff

Tne Committee approved the following interim awards:

- 10 per cent increase in salaries for junior staff;

- 7.5 per cent for senior staff;

- 5 per cent for the Executive staff.

The Committee also requested the Sub-Committee to make a detailed

study of the salaries of the entire staff at its next meeting in Freetown

in November 1978. In the interim, the Executive Secretary has been
empowered by the Committee to fix the salary of the Translator within the

existing scale for the Accountant.

The Conmiittee did not approve the. Subcommittee • s recommendation

that the salaries and allowances of the Executive Staff should be denominated

in W.A.U.A.. - :.-.."."■...■. . - .

(iv) Per !diem

The Committee approved 100 dollars as per diem allowance for the

Executive staff of the Clearing House. It also f^xed the per diea of the
senior staff, the juniorsta^f and.the drivers at Le90.00, Le75.OO and

LeSQ.OO respectively. ; - , .,. .
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(v) Gar loan and salary advance for local staff

The Committee approved the recommendation stipulating that the

percentage of the amount repayable on car loan must not be above 25 p

pent of the stafffs groan earning- It also directed that as security

a bill of saie musv be executed in favour of the Clearing House and the

insurance policy should reflect the Clearing House as the first beneficiary

of any claim. The Committee also approved the granting of a month's

salary advance to a coiifir;neri ctaff in an emergency. Such an advance,

which should be interest—free;, should be repaid within a period of not more

than six months. No staffbhall? h.oHevers use the facility more than once
in any period of 12 months«

(vi) Overtime rateo

The Committee approved the recommendation of the Sub-Committee that

overtime rates for junior staff should be calculated on the basic of basic

salary, number of dayc i.n the year and number of working hours in each

working day. It also decided to maintain the present overtime rates for

work done on Saturdays at 150 per cent of the normal rate and those for

Sundays and Public Holidays at 200 per cento

(vii) Budget. ; \

After detailed discusnion, the Committee adopted the budget with the

following amendments and recommendations5

- For a better understanding of the budgetj, the Executive Secretariat
has been requested to give an account of how the previous Clearing

Hbuse budget was executed before discussing the new draft budget;

•^ -The proVioion for the purchase of an official car for the

Deputy Executive Secretary was withdrawn;

— r;Tne'prbvicion for medical expenses was reduced from
' : ;' Lel5?O66 to tel

— A budgetary structure should be devised and adhered to for
future budgets;

— The token ligure representing construction costs was cancelled.
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(viii) Auditors

The Committee approved the recommendation that the BGSAO

and the Bank of Sierra Leone provide auditors for the current financial

year. . . ,

(i*) UNDF Programme

v-?.riur}-.- -The Committee approved the recommendations of the Sub-Committee

• ate emphasised that aid must be geared mainly towards training and the

' acqMsition of equipment for the Ifest African Clearing House rather than

provision of consultancy services.

(x) Seminar .for Commercial Banks in Africa . ;

The Committee took note of the proposed seminar for commercial banks

to be held in Freetown from 11 to 15 December 1978,

(xi) Co-ordination Committee on Multilateral Payments Arrangements and

i-tonetary Co-operation :

The Committee approved the membership of the Clearing KbuOe and of

its participation in the activities of this committee.

B. Report of the Second Meeting of Commercial Banks and Task Force

The Committee adopted the report of the Commercial Banks and the

Task Force with the following amendments! .

(i) Harmonization of Exchange Control Regulations

The Committee requested the Director-General of the African Centre for

Lfonetary Studies to organize a meeting of Directors of Research of Central

Banks and Exchange Controllers erid submit as soon as possible their

findings and recorcmendafci.onc on this subject*

The Committee considered that, in the final analysis, the goal aimed

at is greater liberalization of Exchange Control in the Sub-regioo-

In this respect, those countries with the most rigid controls should start

by taking steps to align themselves with those which have less rigid

restrictions.

(*■*•) ifest African Bankers' Association

Hie Committee approved the establishment of a West African Bankers1

Association and the steps taken with regard to the drawing up of its
constitution as well as Rules ond Regulations, It agreed that the Clearing

House provide secretarial and accounting services for the Association as well
as act as an intermediary between the Association and the Central Banks in

the Sub—region..
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3« Papers on the economic situation of member countries of the sub-rejgion

A summary of the economic sitation of each country is contained in an

annex to this report.

4* General

The Governors considered that questions relating to the staff and

the functioning of the Clearing House, should no longer form the dominent

aspects of their debates when they meet but rather more scope should be

given to an exchange of views on the economic and monetary problems of

their various countries.

Governor A« Fadiga of BCEAO informed the Committee about contacts

made so far with the Central Bank of Mauritania with a view to this Bank

eventually becoming a member of the Clearing Ifcmse. He requested the new

Chairman of the Association to follow up these efforts

5* Date and place of the next meeting

At the request of the Governor of the BCEAO, the next meeting of the

West African Sub—regional Committee as well as those of the Sub-Committee

and the commercial banks will take place in Abidjan, Ivory Coast.

The dates of these meetings will be fixed by the current Chairman after

consultations with the Government of the host country.

6. Adoption of the report and press release

The report and the press release were unanimously adopted by the

Governors•

The Director—General of the African Centre for Monetary Studies,

Dr. A,B. Taylor, thanked the Governors for the invitation extended to him

to participate in the meeting. He added that a meeting of the Directors

of Research and the Exchange Controllers of member Central Banks would be

held before the end of the year and their findings and recommendations would

be submitted as soon as possible.

The representative of the Economic Community for West African States,

Dr. Atimorao conveyed the regards and best wishes of the Executive Secretary

to the Governors. He also promised to transmit to the Executive Secretary

the fine impressions he had formed about the Tfest African Clearing Fkrnse and

promised ECOTJAS co-operation.
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ANNEX I ' '

SUII.IARY OF THE ECOMMC SITUATION OF COUNTRIES OF I.ELBER

BANKS OF THE WEST AFRICAN CLEARING HOUSE

Order of presentations Gambia;, Ghana; Guinea; Liberia; Mali;

Nigeria; Sierra Leone and West African L'bnetary Union. ■

Review of developments in the Gambjan economy — 1977

During the later part of 1976, most economic indicators pointed to

a difficult time ahead for the economy. The rate of inflation was still

high, external reserves had been run down to a mere two months worth of

imports. I-foreover, earlier estimates of a high groundnut output were

eventually scaled down. Even at that time there were indications, however,

that world market prices for groundnuts were firming up. In the beginning

of 1977# it became gradually more clear that the worst was over and that

economic activity would surpass that of the previous year.

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP), at current prices registered an ;
increase of 22.3 per cent compared with 21,5 per cent in 1975/76. The

strong increase in GNP was heavily influenced by the marked improvement

in terms of trade, and real GNP was probably little change in 1976/77.

Disposable income, however, showed a substantial rise, trasmitting its

effects to several sectors of the economy. All major sectors of pur..economy

registered significant increases in value terms, 'Distributive Trades1, was

influetjced by the higher £«kw . prices for groundnuts, it showed a growth of

33«4 per cent compared with a decline of 4-6 per cent in 1975/76. : With a

population growth of about 2.8 per cent, the per capita GDP is estimated to
have increased by 18.3 per cent from D399 in 1975/7& to D472 in 1976/77..

This was, however, almost solely due to high international prices of

groundnuts*

IJhile the climatic conditions for our main cash crops were not

altogether unfavourable in 1976, a decline in r^rictilturnl output occurred;
influenced by pest damage and lower standards of husbandry, A severe

drought situation throughout the country with serious repercussions on

agricultural production and on the livestock sector occured in the rainy

season of 1977* Total purchases of groundnuts in 1977/78 is now estimated
to fall by nearly 35 per cent. Food production also dropped substantially,

and about 50 per cent of the crops of rice, sorghum, millet and maize were

lost. Iforeover, the impact of the drought has had significant repercussions

on economic activity, ■. ,.'

With regards to tourism, promotional efforts to diversify the source
of attraction continued in 1977« "Jhile the number of air charter tourists

declined in 1977, the outlook for the coming years are encouraging as

investors are showing increasing interest in investing in hotels. A marked

increase in the number of tourists is therefore envisaged in 1978.
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The manufacturing sector i.s still highly under-developed and accounts

for less 'chc.ii. 5 pev oenl" oi GDP, It is necessarily agro-based? producing

only a few coi.'Euaer goods and concentrated 01 groundnuts and cotton.

Very welcome developments cccu- rc.V'in the structure cf concuner prices

in 1977* After :.noreasing by 26 A,eV cent in 1975 ai.1 17 per'cent ihr 1976,

consumer pricec xnoi'ea.se^ oy only 12»5 P~-<-' ceiii m 1977*

Up to the middle, of.the., financial -year 'i&J&ffflf. tfee butiook for-the

country's external payment position was not promising-. A stagnation in

the volume of exposes 'Combined with a,decline in world market prices for

groundnuts and gron^drui: products, during the 1975/76 trade season brought

about a sharp decline in external reserves- At the same tlnie imports

continued .its upward crsnd. The combined effects of the lower level of:

exports and,higher level el,imports was a substantial drawdown,of our

external reserves. At the-end of January 1977; total official reserves

amounted only Jco the equivalent cf1 t*;c months' imports,, and Here 30 per,

cent lower than at toe end of January 1976. This trend was, howevery

reversed during March and April 1977 when reserves nearly doubled, of which

D9«4 million constituted the Compensatory Financing Facility*

In 1976/77 the trade balance ended,in a deficit of D22.3 million,

compared with the deficit of P3^»2 mi.Xlionxn the previous year. The
decline in the trade deficit was mainly due to sharp increases in ;<

groundnut p^j.cos and to nodoratdona in inport growth., r - ,., :

In 1977 the Central Bank made considerable prpgrress in controlling

the volume of credit extended by conynercial banks to the private-sector."

In 1977j a liiinimuoi liqui.dity ratio for the commercial banks, was-resorted to«

Its effects have., however, been somewhat mitigated by the heavy -public sector

spending occasioned by the Government's acceleration of the implementation of

various projects in the Five Year Plan. :• .' <;. ■

The implementation of our Rational Development Plan 1975/8O: is

measured vith conoiderable progrscs despite the,persistence of two main

constraints tc devslopnisirl* ir Thc^awMa^ ',e., lank of sufficient .fund's and

of qualified manpower,. After a Plow start in ,1975/76^ actual development

expenditure increased by D2Q million in 1976/77? and it will rise,further

in. 1977/76 bY ^*45 million to Dy5 millioii» . This progress in the rate-of
^.rsplcccntaticrir. is dus to improvement in the.managerial capacity of'executing

agencies and a.re^-?.llooation of. remaining projects to private contractors so

as to achieve, O^t^i, a reduction in the costs of projects as- well as a faster

rate of
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Review of Ghana Economy - 1977

The Ghana economy came under very severe strain in 1977. There were

very serious shortfalls in output in many sectors of the economy. These .;

falls accentuated an already marked inflationary trend resulting in sharp

increases in the prices of many commodities.

As the agricultural harvest failed mainly the result of rather poor

weather conditions, there were shortages of some basic food items. Although
there are no firm figures as yet on agricultural production for the yearT
the acute shortages of some basic food items such as rice, plantain, yam,

sugar, etc, and the unsually high prices which they commanded gave clear
indications of the food situation. The situation was such that emergency ,

supplies Of these basic food items had to be imported to supplement local :

production.

Apart from the decline in the production of the food crops, cocoa

production too was adversely affected by the poor weather conditions.

The 1976/77 cocoa output fell by 19 per cent compared to the previous

year's level.

The poor performance of the economy was not confined to the

agricultural sector alone. The industrial sector too suffered a setback
during the year. In the fact of inadequate availability of foriegn exchange

resources, the industrial sector encountered bottlenecks in the form of
inadequate supply of imported inputs and vital spare-parts,, Consequently,

most industries operated far below normal capacity levels.

A major matter of concern during the year was the rapid increase

in the level of money supply. Ifoney supply rose during the year from, an

average of 01,160 million in 1976 to an average of 01,760 million in 1977*
This represented an increase of 6l per cent compared to an increase of

46 per cent recorded in the previous year.

The main source of expansion in the money supply was central bank

credit to the government to finance an enlarged budget deficit* During H.1.!.
the year, the central bank's credit to the government increased remarkably

by 72 per cent from a level of 01.4 million at the end of 1976 to #2&
million. At the same time, the central bank's contribution to the financing

of the budget deficit rose considerably from 68 per cent in 1975/76 to
83 per cent in 1976/77.

The rapid increase in the level of the money supply, the shortages of
food and other basic consumer items as well as the granting of generous

wage and salary increases by the Government resulted in accelerated

inflationary pressures in the economy. The National Consumer Price

Index rose by an average of 117 per cent during the first eleven months

of the year for which data is available. This may be compared with an

average of 55 per cent for the same period in the preceding year0
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The significant increase In the

caused by high local food prices (which has an index weight of 50 per _cent)»
For the period up to November9 local fopd prices rose by an average of 159
per cent compared with an increase of ,66,-per eeait for the same period of 1976*

The balance of payment posit" jn which has not t-jen very healthy in the

past few years deteriorated Kirthei- in iiie. yeav ^iid this .exerted consider
able pressure on the country's foreign exchange reserves.,

In the. *'ace- oz the -deteriorating- economic situation,, .the monetary .,,

policy of the Baiik was directed mainly,upwards mopping up of the excess .

liquidity in=-the--eeoiKiiny generated by the government's enlarged budgetary ..,

demands, Uith effect from.August 1977? new measures of monetary control; ■ .

came into force to replace those of. July 197^ Hitherto., the banka had. , ..
been so liquid that they voluntarily maintained cash ratios well above the

minimum imposed by the central bank*; fThe central banlc? thereforeSl raised

the minimum cash ratio to levels voluntarily .maintained -by banks,during, the r,

past twelve monthso > ;

The objectivs of the central bank was not only to mop up the excess

liquidity of the banks but also to tighten up their lending haee* And in

addition- to force baoks to accept deposit*.' which they had so far turned away

because they wcoe tco ii

All indications at the moment ;are that the cash ration, requirement

appears to be having the desired-effect. Many of the banko hav& complied
and a few defaulting ones have been penalized,, The stipulated penalty is

the payment of 10 per--cent per annum of the amount of the deficiency

calculated en a daily basis-. ■ \ .■ , . '
..... i,

On the whole ths major problem that faced Ghana in 1977 was, that, .of

excess aggregate demawi in the face of stagnant supply situations

This required strict measi»***?*= <*n the part of government to cut down

expenditure and .at the same time R.ovide incentives ::r;>r increased production

in all sectors of the eccromy.
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Sununarv of the economic situation oft-the Republic of Guinea

The economic situation of Guinea in its broad outlines can be

summarized as followss . .

1. The Agro—Pastoral Sector

Witl' regards to this sector, it can be said, as is true in most of

our countries, thai what is characteristic of Guinea is the fact that

75 per cent of its population, gains its livelihood from agriculture.

It is for this reason that the Government stepped in to grant

substantial aid to farmers., so as to enable them to form production

teams, which^ at the end of 1978 Will number 7-500*

Cattle rearing is done in almost every region of the country and Guinea

is endowed with abundant fishing resourceso

There also exists a large number of varying species of trees inthe

forests. Both the forest ard fishing industries are developed through enter

prises employing mixed economy,

2. The Industrial and Ilining Se'ctor

If it is true that natural factors particularly favour Agro-Pastoral

activities, it is no less true to say that Guinea can boast of the natural

resources necessary for its rapid industrial developmento

There are large deposit.:;, of bauxite throughout .ajbnoet the entire

country and these reserves are estimated at eight billion two hundred

million tons which is about two—thirds of the worids,reserves. Bauxite

mining is currently undertaken by three companies,Lthese are:

— The Guinean Bauxite Company which produces;nine million tons of
Bauxite Ore per year and two hundred thousand tons of roasted Bauxite

Ore. : ;,

— ;The Friguia Company which produces annually six hundred and fifty

thousand tons and the Bauxite Company of Kindia with an annual

production of two million five hundred thousand tons.

The first two are joint enterprises;, whereas, the-third is .an, entirely

state*awned company. Two joint companies have already been formed

mining and processing of Bauxite. These are the Bauxite Company of DABOLA

and the AYE-KOYE Project whose capitals are estimated at seven hundred

million and one billion two hundred million dollars respectivelyc
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In contrast "to bkiixite deposits, -iron ore deposits are concentrated

in three areas where total reserves are estimated at fifteen billion six

hundred million tons. Their exploitation is being studied under the:

MEFBRGuT - NII.BA ET MIFERGUI - SEMANDOU Project.

A number of African countries are participating in the financing of

these projects. Libya and Egypt for bauxite, Algeria, Nigeria, Liberia and

Libya for iron ore.

All of these projects require sizeable rail and sea—port facilities and

the Republic of Guinea is still looking for the necessary finance.

Apart from these large deposits, gold and diamonds have been discovered

together with traces of uranium and petrol for which the procpection is otill

iri progress.

The exploitation of these mineral resources would also require vast

quantities of hydro—electric power estimated at 63«2 billion kilowatts. In

this connexion some mention must be made of the important Konkoure Project

which is to service the aluminium plant.

Since its independence; the Republic of Guinea, has been mainly

preoccupied with the creation of small industries for consumer goods

throughout the entire country. The outcome of this policy has been the

creation of a number of factoriesP such ass

— Fruit juices, canning and mineral waters;

— Oil Falls;

. — Brick—poking factories

— Saw mills and ply-wood industries;

, "- Furniture factories;

— Shoe factories;

— Cigarettes and match factories;

— Textile production;

— Perfumeries; etc. .-..,-■

3. The Commercial and 3ankiiyr Sector

Commercial activities in Guinea are entirely state—controlled through

ministries of foreign and domestic trade, national enterprises for the

handling of imports and exports, regional trading enterprises and

■'peoples shops1,, As with the commercial sector, the banking sector is

entirely state-controlled. At the head of the banking sector is a

Central Bank charged with the implementation of the monetary and financial

policies of Government.
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There are four specialist banks:

The Guinean 3ank for Foreign Trade; ... .

The National Bank for External Services;

The National Credit for Commerce, Industry and the Environment;

The National Bank for Agricultural Development,

.In recent years,, monetary policy has been geared towards the

fight against inflation*

: This briefly summarises the present situation as well as the

prospects for fqture activities in the Republic of Guinea,

All the necessary conditions are thus created which should favour,

not only the development;of trade in the Sub-region, but also attract

international investments:mainly in the form of shares in Guinean

enterprises* > , ■ .
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Review of the Economic situation in Liberia in 1977

Gross Domestic Product . >.: ':

The structure of the Liberian Economy is still heavily dominated

by a large subsistence sector, Respite efforts^ to reorient the working

populace into the monetized economy,* This•transformation, evidently,

is a gradual processf and it seems reasonable therefore to assume that

a longer time span is required to adequately assess its full impact

on economic activity.

The over—all economic performance as reflected by,the. Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) appeared to have shown a "slow down", as the GDP increased

by only 8 per cent. The principal reason being attributable to a decrease

in both the export volume and the unit price or iron ore$ Liberia's main

export commodity which accounts for nearly three fourths (3/4) of its

total export earnings» ■■-.'■:.

■--.,. i. _■■-■-

The purchasing power of the Gross Domestic Product or real GDP

was however reported to have increased by only 1 (one) percent due;
mainly to high import prices for consumable goods. The rate of inflation,

as determined by the consumer price index, was reported at 6 per cent, the

highest increase being registered on food items*

The External Sector - Trade Balance

Up to 1976, and since the compilation of foreign trade data, Liberia

has experienced a favourable trade balance or surplus of a declining

magnitude. It is, however, regrettable, though not surprising, to reveal

that as a result of the deterioration of the terras of trade, Liberia has

for the very first time in 1977f reported a trade deficit of nearly $16.1

million. Accounting for the deficit is an increase in import payments

of approximately 16 per cent vis—a—vis a reduction in export earnings

by 2 per cent from the previous year's level.

Iron ore export volume and price decreased by 14 per cent and

3 per cent respectively, due to the continuing recession which hit

the steel industries of our trading partners.

Though the export volume of rubber decreased by 5 per cent, export

earnings from rubber increased by 11 per cent as a result of an 18 per

cent increase in its unit price.

In an attempt to diversify economic activity and lessen the dependency

of the economy on iron ore and rubber, more emphasis is now being placed

on the production of tree crops (mainly coffee and cocoa). Coffee exports
increased by 138 per cent.
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Governemnt Finance

The 'Jovernnent, during 1977, pursued vi."goroua invectment programc
:neoeGQ*tatect an over-all increase in investment; expenditure by

nearly 45 per cent0 Though the invebtnient program was aimed at
influencing and stimulating general economic activity, it did not
exercise .any positive rinpaet on I udgetary revenues* . ■..,.

Developments in the ftankinfi System . " : ■•.'■'■ i ■_

The Banking Syotem-renairied:ct)nposed of the National Bank of Liberia
and six Comnercial Banks? as well aa one cpecialized Financial Institution
esirabMshM^tb prondte devel6pnont in industry, . An act calling for the
establishment of another specialized financial institution (the Agricultural
Co-operative and Credit Banks) has already been approved by the National
Legislature and plans are underway to have it officially established
in 1978i : ;■::■-■

fT ^ total-resources of Comraercial Banks declined by 2 per cent in
1977, thua^reflectinfi the increased utilization of connercial banks'
resources,, Credit to the- economy,, excluding Government, increased-by
31 per cent,

.■■:'-' Coniaercial Banks credit to Govsrnnent was marginal,, GDvernment
deposits with the monetary authorities; however, reduced considerably
" - result of seasonal withdrawal by Government of these deposits.as a
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Summary of Developments in theeEconomic Situation of Vail.

The revival of the economic activity which Started in the last

two years continued and grew stronger in 1977-

The agricultural, cattleAraaring and fishing sectors have improved
satisfactorily and this has brought about a corresponding improvement in

industrial production. On the domestic front, the demand for gram was
fully met and local industries received normal*supply*

,■■-,■ Externally, the volume of exports increased substantially*

Thanks to steps taken by the authorities with particular regard
to the imposititon and collection of taxesf.the deficit was reduced
from 10.1 to 6.6 billion, an improvement of 3.5 billion.

In the monetary sector, the strict control of credits which are

regarded as non-priority credits, the raising of the rediscount rate
together with some modifications in the banking conditions, the creation
of a money market in embryo, have all contributed to the exercise of
stricter monetary controls by the Issuing Institutes

This has resulted in exceptionally favourable developments in the
country's external balances as for the first time since independence,

the external accounts showed a surplus balance.

Unfortunately, the return of adverse weather conditions during the
1977/78 planting season has once again reduced the country's production of
cotton and groundnuts and caused a shortfall of some significance in the
quantity of grain estimated at about 175,000 tons. The Government was
obliged not only to import but once again it had to resort to external aid.

However, judging by the results obtained during the early months

of 1978, one can safely say that the pursuit of the monetary policy laid
down in 1977 will help in consolidating the results so far achieved.
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Nigerian Economy in 1977

The Nigeria economy suffered major reverses in 1977* Growth in

industrial production declined from 19»0 per cent in 1976 to only
3,9 per cent; the output of a selected number of a^gricultural export

comra^itie,s fell sharply by 22.7 per cents shortages in major utilities

like electricity and water intensified;fcriide petroleum production; and
export began an ominous decline which contributed to the worsening of the

balance of payments position and a marked strain on government finances.

This sombre picture was, however, relieved by a measure of success in the

fight against infiatipn; an 18.9 per"centgrowih in the incomes of'export
crop farmers and marked progress in the expansion of economic arti social

infrastructures. .There was also some improvement in industrial relations

and registered unemployment was down from the level in 1976*

Monetary, and qredit developments during the; year were broadly in line

with policy objectives. Although the^ growth rate of money supply continued
to be high at about 46 per cent, "ik stowed a decline from the 51 per cent
growth of 1976.. By ap0 large, the" credit guidelines prescribed by the
Central Banfe were welX-respected by the commercial and merchant banks,

flbwever, credit to Government increased further by 82.1 per cent compared

with an increase of 43.5 per cent in 1976. On the aggregate, commercial
banks1 credit to the economy (loans and advances plus investment) increased,
by 53.1 per cent and contributed significantly to the commercial banking

system's total asset growth of 31.5 per cent. The problem of excess

liquidity in the system, however, moderated with liquidity and cash

ratios standing at 57.3 and 12.5 per cent compared with 58,1 and 16.1
per cent respectively in 1976.

Nevetheless, the strong inflationary pressures which had assailed

the economy since 1973 continued, although with reduced intensity. The

composite consumer price index rose by 21,5 per cent compared with

22,2 per cent in 1976.

Government finances experienced serious strains during the year.

Government accounts showed an over—all deficit of 8803.5 million in the

first nine months of 1977 compared with a deficit of £760.7 million in
the corresponding period of 1976. The increased deficit reflected both

the slower growth in revenue and the acceleration in capital expenditure

which necessitated a 30.7 per cent increase in the public debt of the

Federal Government.
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The balance of payments position of the country deteriorated

further in 1977, The overall deficit is estimated at »W«^ million,,
having worsened from the; 8339•9 million, recorded in 1,976. The. slow-down
in oil exports and increased non-oil sector imports were ppstly .

responsible for the increased defiqit*, ,

Looking at 1977 as a whole, the most significant new factor in the
Nigerian economy is the rather^ sudden change of fortunes in so far as

Government revenue is concerned. In a way, it niay yet turn out to be
a blessing in disguise because it has already inspired cost-consciousness

and the need to avoid waste in Government expenditure. It has also

forced on the authorities the need to stop an£ to re-assess expenditure

priorities. Some measures have already been announced in the 1978/79 ,
budget which are; intended to revarap government revenue and to arrest the.
slide in the balance of payments position. If these measures are

faithfully executed, the next twelve months or so is likely to be a
period more of re-assessment an3 consolidation rather than of sustained

expansion in the Nigerian economy.
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Summary on developments in the Sierra Leone Economy in 1977

Performance in the Sierra Leone economy during calendar year 1977

was modest. Although marginal improvements took place in the .areas of

tHe budget and the balance of'payments, this was. more a! reflectipn of

external' developments than the result of endogenously generatefJ growth

in the economy. In the agricultural sector there was increasecJ production

of ricei and the volume o£ coffee purchased by the produce Llartceting poard

increased significantly. The commodity price bpomwh^ch, started late in 1976
and continued through the first half of 1977 gave a great boost ijo earnings
in the agricultural sectbr and helped to ease considerably, the strain on the

budget and the balance of payments. '" . .;

Money supply rose significantly during the year due mainiyL lo increases

in foreign exchange earnings in the agricultural sector- ,

The overall budgetary performance reflected a relative improvement

over the previous financial year. The overall deficit in 1976/77 being
over two million less than in the previous year. The main improvement was

on the revenue front with receipts from export duty registering an increase

of over 100 per cent.

Developments in the mining sector reflected the declining role of

minerals in contributing to gross domestic product, exports and revenue0

Diamond output continued to dwindle owing to depletion of reserves;, continued

illicit mining and higher costs of production. There has been no

production of iron ore since Delco (the iron ore mining company) closed

down in 1975 and the resumption of iron mining continues to be enveloped in

a cloud of uncertainty. Bauxite mining showed modest improvementsr On the

other hand, manufacturing production improved significantly inspite of the

improvement in government revenue and foreign exchange earnings generated

by the increase in commodity prices, it became necessary during the year to

approach the International Monetary Fund for foreign exchange assistance and

the Paris Club for relief on certain debt obligations, due to the continued

strain on the budget and the balance of payments. Accordingly* a standby

arrangement was concluded with the International Monetary Fund x^hich came

into effect in June 1977*

Sierra Leone's obligations under the standby arrangement which

provided foreign exchange relief amounting to SDR 9-2 million included

commitments to reduce domestic credit significantly, to curtail government

expenditure, generate additional tax revenue, hold down incomes in both

the public and private sector and impose limitations on external borrowing

especially on short and medium term basis.
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Total amount of debt relief"-granted by the Paris Glub was estiiiiated

at Le.23.2 million composed of arrears of obligations due to an

agreement to.defer eighty per. cent of obligations, falling due, in the

financial years 1976/77 and 1977/yQ.. This latter agreement was based on

a maturity period of ten years including a grace period of two'and a

half year3. The assistance from the International Itanetary Funcl and the

; debt relief secured from the Paris Club are short term measures wj^jLch are

merely neant to tide the economy.over while longer J^erm measures are

embarked upon to restructure the economy in such a way. as to tackle the

fundamental problems of the economy namely a dwindling.export base and

inadequate local production for the home market. The government has,.

therefore, decided to place increased emphasis on the development of ,

the agricultural sector and the encouragement of agro-based industries.

Already.the world bank, the EEC and the other, foreign donors have expressed

interest in this strategy and concrete steps have been taken in this direction

and some projects are already underway*
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Summary of_ the Economic and lionetary Situation in the■ I Jest African

Monetary Union -. ■..-■■.-.

The resumption of the economic growth in industrial countries

with market economies.) which started towards the end of 1975 and

which persisted throughout 1976 came to a standstill in 1977 as was

the case of the American economy whose rate of growth slowed down

considerably, 1977 was marked by an intensification of the fight against

inflation as well as the rise in unemployment in countries of the OECD.

1 In this situation, domestic demand and private investments were

rather tentative, resulting in a recession in world trade and aggravated

by ths resurgence of protectionist practices with particular regard to

manufactured products, mainly textiles, coming from developing countries

or those with cheap manual labour.

'--'With regard to terms of trade, the economic recovery which started

in1 1976 helped to push up the prices of primary products at the beginning

of the year with the possible exception of phosphates and copper. This

increase was maintained during the first five months followed hy a

certain drop during the second half of the year.

This development had a marked influence on the economic situation

of the West African Monetary Union in general and aggravated by the

drought which affected, all six member States.

Generally speaking, agricultural production was marked by a

regression not only with regard to foodstuff, but also in the volume of'

cash crops with the exception of cotton. Agriculture has, however,

maintained its pride of place in the economies of the T7AI.IU inspite of. a

certain degree"of improvement both in the secondary and tertiary sectors.

All the States were confronted with the problem of food shortage'

which resulted from short-falls of varying degrees in food production

accordingto the different regions. In order to satisfy the needs of the
population, the various governments had to import fcod items' and/or

resort to external food aid. This situation, compounded in certain

states by salary increases and a rise in producer prices^ strongly .<■

affected domestic prices during the first half of the year but improved

during tha second half, thanks to vigorous action by the governments^

The sharp'increases in the prices of coffee and cocoa allowed not

only for ifhte financing of imports of consumer goods, but also for the pursuit o
of development policies in the industrial sector initiated bv the government,

while at the same time consolidating the external reserve situation of the

Monetary Union which increased from 26.2 billion at the end of December 1976

to 53«5 billion in December 1977,
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Inspite o:f an increase of 52,per cent in Togo( coffoe production

of counti-ie^-of- the ~t-^

(300^800 tens ?.& against 3I4.CGC tons in 1976) as a result of -'the-- —'—

shortfall in production in the Ivory Coast which is the main producer

of the

Cocoa production oi* the contrary was almost ,stable (25O,9QOJ as '
against 2^.3 3^0); '' .■■. ■ ;-

; Cotton mas one of the rare cash crops which registered an increase

in'production in 1977 - 209,000 tons as against I95v60O in 1976, even

though the latrev figure was a new production record for the West African

Monetary Union-. . ...

With regard .to ci.7. seed.-;r tht. effects''of the drought severely

hampered large scale production of groundnuts whofiie prcductipn only

reached 978,900 tons as against Io2l2j,/+00 "tons in 1976. Senegal,, its

main producer •d.thin the. .Monetary Obion, recorded a drop of 10 per cent

in the volume of its productionr ; .

. ■ r. ■ .... . ■ ■ . - . . . •

Another industrial activity which is paining in importance, the

cultivation of sugar cane^, continued to improve thanks to".larger

plantations and more up to data crushing equipments

As demand for* forest products continued to be favourable during

the earlier part of the year, exploitation of the ibrest industry, '

concentrated irainiy in the Ivory Coast, went on at a pace comparable

to that of 1976. " ,. ..

Losses in iix^estock resulting from the drought which. Bit ttie

Sahelian coiintrries have, alriiost been replaced* However^ the . V

recons'-fci'fcuirj.on of livestock in these countries has not been enough, to'

' satisfy the increasing needs of countries along the coast which have

had resoursef on the one hand to purchasing,from the outside the West

African Monetary Unioiv? and on the csther haqA xo the setting up of plans

to ensure national seli—sufficiency in meat production-^

As regards: fishing^ ' tue increase in deruana has given rise to the

search for a more rational approach to the exploitation of fishing

resources, * .

Industrial activity which slowed dotin dui'ing the first three months

of the year as a result of shortage of supplies of coaoa irom the Ivory

Coast, 'unsatisfactory groundnut 'prr.duetior.' in :<iige> and Senegal and also

tif palm products in general;/ o^r^'JccI improving torards the second half of

the year and this trend Was confirmed durii1^ the rest of the year. ...
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The mining sector showed some improvement with regard to phosphates
inspite of the stagnation in the world market and even though the
production of uranium came to a standstill as a result of a technical
incident. The discovery of off-shore oil in the Ivory Coast is. ample
proof of the widely diversified economic potential and the abundance of
mining resources of the Nest African Lfohetary Union which still remain
untapped.

The tourism industry, generally speaking, recorded a drop in'the
rate of growth in 1976 particularly in the area of hotel infra-structure.

With regard to salaries and incomes, steps have been taken to
re-adjust these in the light of the increase In prices, both for farmers
as well as for wage earners in the private and public sectors in the
Ivory Coast, Niger and Togo;

The repercussions of the internal economic situation on the }
monetary developments of the Tfest African Lfonetary Union particularly
reflect the effect of the exceptional growth in the value of export earnings
resulting from the high prices of coffee, cocoa and uranium and also from
the increase in both public and private demand in a number of states of
trie Union.

Net domestic credit increased by 34.9 per cent in 1977 which is a
growth rate slightly higher than the 32 per cent recorded for the
previous year.

The private sector thus benefitted from substantial help from the
banks characterised by un unprecedented expansion reaching 42.4 per
cent as against 26.4 per cent in 1976.

feney supply also increased by 59.6 per cent in comparison to an
.. , -*^m^> v*-1 «-t-"i. in iy/o. me reason for this growth lies mainly

in tne substantial increase of 43.8 per cent in deposits, the increase
of money m circulation having been restricted to 21.3 per cent.

Deposits from private institutions reached a level of 223.6 billion
san! t^/ D^ember ^ m increase of 78 per cent in comparison to the
same period in the preceding year.

!! ^i Went UP hr 28 P«r c^t because of salary increases
^ ^ Other On aCCOUnt °f the rise in ^

Inspite of the sustained rise in deposits, the Central 3ank played
^81^1^ ±n financinS the economy, with payments amount to

^ °f DeCember X^7 as against 185.2 billion a yearearlier. °f DeCember 1977 M against 185.2 billion a year
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Judging from the point of view of the external reserves of the

monetary :".institutions., the balance of payments of the Monetary Union

broadly speakings showed a surplus of 27,3 billion in 1977 brought

about mainly by receipts from exports of coffee, cocoa and uranium as

against a surplus of only 7*5 billion in 1976.

The official exchange reserves represented by the net external

holdings of the Central banks stood,, at the end of 1977* at 129.8
billion in comparison to 106.6 billion a year earlier, and accounted
for 40-6 per cent of the Bank's standing monetary engagements.

The authorities of the BCEAO have been pursuing their policy of

diversification of their foreign exchange holdings and at the end of

December 1977s investments in foreign currencies apart from the
French Franc amounted to about 30 per cent of the official reserves of

the Central Bank of West African States.
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ANNEX II

Report of the Second Annual Meeting

of CommercialBanks and the Task Force ,

Bamako, 10 - 11 May 19?8

The Second Annual Meeting of Commercial Banks of countries of

member banks of the Clearing Agreement and the Task Force was held

in the Conference Hall of the Hotel de l'Amitie in Bamako, Mali on

10 and 11 May 1978.

Opening ceremony : ;

The opening ceremony was presided over by Mr. Ismaila Kanoute, .

Chairman of .the Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Mali. ; ; , .

In his opering speech* Mr, Kanoute briefly recounted the history

of the creation o±' the Association of African Central Banks and

expressed his appreciation for the progress made so far. He went on

to stress the importance of the role of commercial banks in the

promotion of iatra-regional trade and payments as well as the need for

them to work in close collaboration with the Central Banks in order

that the objective of monetary and economic integration in the region

could be fully realized. He concluded by wishing the participants every

success in their deliberations,:.

Chairman of

The Deputy General Manager of the Central Bank of Mali,

Mr. Youiioussi Touren.was Chairman of the meeting.

Adoption of the agenda

The: agenda .contained hereunder1was adcpteds

1* Creation of West African Travellers Cheques in West African

Units of Account

^,, Establishment of a West African Confirming House

3. Harmonization of Exchange Control Regulations

4. Creation of a West African Bankers1 Association
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5. Publication of a Bankers1 Almanac

6. Problems encountered by commercial banks in applying the

clearing procedure ■ _

7- General

8. Date and place of the next meeting-;

98 Adoption of the Report. • ; ■

1. Creation of Travellers Cheques

After discussing the paper presented by the BCEAO, the meeting

reiterated the need for creating West African Travellers1 Cheques, It

was thought., however5 that its creation at the present time would be .

premature. ItP therefore, requested the BCEAO to undertake a more

detailed study of the subject. In this connexion*, an appeal was made

to all Central and commercial banks to provide it with all information

necessary for the completion of this study within a given period of two

years•

2. Creation of a West African Cpiifjrnin/y _ House

The meeting approved in principle the idea of creating a West African

Confirming Ifouse* . . . . f - ...

It isP however9 essentials .

(i) that the range of activities of the Confirming Ifouse be clearly

definedt In this regardp it must be specified whether the

operations o± the Confirming House should be limited exclusively

■*-o transactions initiated within the Sub-region or whether it

should also cover those «fith the outside world:

(ii) that all potential users of the Confirming House be fully aware

of the financial and economic implications of such an Institution

for their current operations in accordance with the objectives

of economic co-operation and integration as defined in the

,. , . . ECOWAS Treaty; . . ^

(iii) that all relevant information be communicated to the Central

Bank of Nigeria in order that a more detailed paper could be

prepared and submitted to the Sub-regional Committee within a

given period..of:rtwo years, ......
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3- Harmonization of exchange control regulations,.

After discussing the paper presented by the Bank of Ghana* the
meeting [considered"'that it Was desirable to harmonize exchange" control

regulations within the Sub-region. Such harmonization must;, .however., be
preceeded; on the one hand, by an increase in national outputf and on

^..pX^V.^y ther development of trade and .ecopqiic;,oo-roDoratipny. A close
study-^- the paper presented by the Baltic of Ghaiia,^in^tp;';llgW two
distinct problems* They are; - problems re&txrtg to exchange "control
regulations; and problems connected with the lack of foriegn exchange.

With regard to Exchange' Control Regulations, the meeting considered
Lthat this question should be examined within the framework of ECOWAS since
all the-countries of member banks of the Clearing Agreement are alfeo '

members of, ECOtJ/VS and in view of the fact thavl Exchange Control Regulations
are better handled by state authorities*

The meeting considered that the problem concerning the lacft.~of fbreign
exchange are more the concern of the Central Banks and the West African
Clearing House.

-P r^ ComPlexity of thisproblen, it suggested that the harmonization
of Exchange Control Regulations in thp Sub-region be carded out in

The meeting recommended that the Clearing House and the West African
-Commercial Bankers Association obtain observer status oit ECOWAS meetings.

4- West African Bankers Association

Following discussions on the paper presented by the" Bank of
Sierra Leone, the meeting agreed to recommend to the Governors the
creation of a West African Bankers Association : « comprising the
commercial banks, development banks and other credit institutions. It
recommended that the Secretariat and accounting sen-ices of the Association
be handled by the West African Clearing House* ... .,-.

■i; ,:;■'! ,<Jt:.,sJiall beiiadministred by a President and a Vice-President both
'appointed for a.pdriod of one year on a rotational basis among member
cour.tr4es while the' governing/council will comprise a representative from
each National Association-, <: ' ,

, Jh meetinS entrusted to the Bank of Sierra Leone in collaboration with
the BCEAO and the National Bank of Liberia, the task of preparing a draft of
the Constitution and the Rules and Regulations as well as the method of
calculating the contributions to the budget of the association within the
period of one year.
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5« Bankers Almanac .■:■-.■ ■ "rt-l:.'«...~^i.'.:. '-'";-» ...'■.;..' ■'.'.' .."■•■ ■■■-■"'

The meeting strongly urged all banks in the Sub-region to send to the

Clearing Hbuse detailed and up—to-<late information for the publication of

the Bankers Almanac

6. Prob. ems encountered by commercial banks in the.implementation of

the clearing procedure ■ ■:.;■

The meeting requested commercial banks in each country to present a

paper spelling out the difficulties encountered in implementing the

clearing procedureo This paper should be forwarded to the Clearing House

through the Central Banks not later than 1 September 1978*so that it could

be discussed by the Sub-Committee when it meets in Freetown in November 1978 •

7* General

There was no discussion under general.

8. Date and place of next meeting

The date and place of the next meeting will be fixed by the Coirimittee

of Governors.

9* Adoption of the report

The report was unanimously adopted. ]

Motion of thanks ;

The representatives of Meet African Commercial Banks meeting in Bamako

from 10 to 11 Hay 1978 unatiinoucly express their gratitude and appreciation to

the Government and people of the Republic of Mali and to the group of

Commercial Banks of Mali for the hospitality and welcome extended to them

and for the excellent arrangements made for the meeting.




